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PROFILE Senior design director with 25 years’ experience in creating and managing global brands across a wide 
range of sectors - from luxury goods, fashion, financial, telecoms and corporate to start-ups.  
Specialises in working closely with management and marketing teams to deliver long-term brand 
turnaround programmes. 

Personal conviction that the skill, care and effort which drives well crafted, beautifully executed design and 
content is justifiably rewarded with attention and appreciation.  Performance driven, a bold conceptual thinker 
with the vision and courage to imagine a brand’s real potential - and the skill and tenacity to realise it.  
A straightforward approach to both life and design, working well with wide range of people.  
 

SKILLS 
 
– A mature, independent and capable designer who is used to working directly with senior management with 

little direction.  A good understanding of marketing strategy and therefore the design strategy; very 
responsive and open to input, enabling fast and accurate turnaround of concepts. Capable of high 
workload 

– Instinctively collaborative, able to design live and direct, producing visualised ideas in meetings for sharing 
and discussion.  Encourages contributions to the creative process, initiating, building and executing 
powerful concepts which have drawn input and support from the whole team 

– Adaptable and pragmatic, as well as highly organised, resourceful and practical, with a focus on delivery 
and a hands-on commitment to successful implementation. Keenly aware of commercial pressures; able to 
minimise costs and prioritise effectively.  Wide skill base which frequently obviates need for specialist 
support agencies 

– An integration specialist, with a deep understanding of how to align the brand’s DNA across a wide range of 
touchpoints, clearly appreciating how each format will work, delivering coherent design that really connects 

– Devotes visible care and attention to the entirety of his brands; manages all aspects with sensitivity and 
consistency, respecting all elements - from the whole brand identity to the smallest piece of collateral 

– Creates living brands; strong record in developing and writing brand guidelines but equally committed to 
ongoing bespoke implementation, demonstrating how active design can always develop further 

– Immediately becomes a part of the team, moulding himself to the culture.  Respectful of reporting lines and 
his role in the process. Naturally curious and fast to learn about new sectors, new brands. 
  

PROFESSIONAL     
EXPERIENCE & 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
 

2009 – 2017 Adam Nice Design Limited  
 

After a significant and successful role as a global brand director, took the opportunity to apply newly learned 
skills to a wide range of brands.  Now developing strategic and visual direction from concept through to 
production, operating fast and efficiently in a commercial environment, working closely with selected blue-chip 
brands, for example: 
 

Since 2013 Gieves & Hawkes 
 

Part of the team tasked with a total overhaul of the brand from advertising, digital and packaging to store 
design.  Created a modern, authentic interpretation of the brand DNA, providing ongoing integrated design 
support for the UK and Chinese marketing team, from campaign advertising to sales collateral and 
promotional events. Re-designed and re-launched gh.com and gh.cn. Built and managed bespoke global 
brand management website.  Reporting to Marketing Director but working closely with teams from all aspects 
of the business, in UK and in China.   

– The brand has become profitable for the first time in ten years; the team delivered a 10% YOY increase in 
retail sales, with 12% increase in sales from the relaunched Savile Row flagship and with ecomms sales now 
a profit centre for the first time 

– Work nominated for Best Brand Re-launch at the 2015 British Luxury Brand awards and for Best Website 
Re-launch at the Drapers’ Digital Awards 2015. 
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Since 2013 Masterpiece London 
 

First launched in 2010, Masterpiece has rapidly become the leading international cross-collecting fair for art, 
antiques and design. Working closely with management and marketing team to deliver the ongoing globally 
integrated design, marketing and advertising and creating compelling branding which has helped the fair 
become credible and well respected. Reporting to CEO. 

– Driven a 25% increase in visitors YOY. Susan Moore in the FT said 'Masterpiece's star is rising. The event is 
fast becoming the most imaginative and glamorous Art & Antiques fair in the world.'. 

2010 - 2013 Ignite Group 
 

Internationally renowned, award-winning premium bars, clubs and restaurants in the UK and overseas, 
including top-class brands such as Boujis Clubs. Appointed to help re-evaluate and relaunch their portfolio of 
brands.  Managed brand identity and associated marketing including website and event collateral, working 
with Marketing Director.  

– The rebranding led to a 25% increase in profitability across the portfolio while Boujis saw a significant 
increase in YOY membership. 
 

Since 2014 Whittard of Chelsea 
 

Specialist supplier of tea and coffee, with over 50 retail outlets in UK. Responsible for repackaging their 
portfolio, corporate communications and global sales catalogue.  Deeply involved with repackaging a key 
range which has recently relaunched and is performing very strongly. Seen as their trusted brand partner, 
working directly with the Board. 

 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

2005 – 2009 Whyte & Mackay, Global Brands Director 
 

Co-managed an internal creative function that re-branded, re-launched and managed the ongoing marketing 
for W&M’s branded portfolio. Liaised across the company, from Production to the Board; worked 
collaboratively, interpreting and visualising concepts as they were developed, bringing ideas and discussions 
to life on the spot.  Member of the Brand Council, defining and executing strategic and visual direction for the 
brands. Reported to Global Marketing Director. 

– Enhanced and developed the portfolio such that Whyte & Mackay was then successfully sold for £400m 
profit.  Nominated for Best Portfolio Relaunch 2007 (Whisky Magazine).  

2000 – 2005 Enterprise IG, Digital Design Director 
 

An international WPP agency with staff of 40 in London office. Brought in to provide digital expertise; recruited 
a small team to manage digital aspects of existing accounts, ultimately created the Director role, pitching for 
digital-only business and building the highest earning profit centre in the agency. 

 

1996 – 2000 Thumb Design, Design Director 
1994 – 1996 Façade Design, Design Director 
1992 – 1994 Addison, Senior Designer 
1991 – 1992 London Transport, Design Manager 
1989 – 1991 Design in Action, Digital Designer 
1988 – 1989 BBB Design, Junior Designer  

 


